Unlock the Knowledge

Introducing Hume – a next generation intelligence platform built on state-of-the-art Natural Language Understanding, network science, Machine Learning and Collaborative Knowledge Graphs.

Find solutions for your most challenging problems by liberating knowledge, discovering hidden insights, and unlocking new opportunities.

A 360° system, ready to take your organization to the next level.

Supplying solution connectors to specific business and strategy problems.

Ingesting, indexing and classifying the structure of language.

Training the core knowledge models that drive an organization, to derive ever greater value.

Finding, revealing and visualizing patterns and complex interconnections.

Connect value by displaying similarities within large sets of content and data.

Interacting with the knowledge system to ask questions and receive answers.
By 2020 all the world’s leading organizations will be using intelligent technology to exponentially accelerate their competitive advantage.

Hume is an enterprise level transformative platform to help you leap up the AI curve.

Available in three progressive tiers, Hume Core, Hume Plus and Hume Enterprise

Let Hume increase your analytical capabilities to solve small to medium-scale challenges, customized for your needs by our team of experts.

Improve your knowledge and expertise by teaching Hume the details of your domain and the nuances of your most complex challenges.

Leverage Hume to solve large-scale challenges with the flexibility, efficiency, stability and support that enterprise customers expect.

Modelling and connecting organizational machine learning

For more information, please contact us:
Tel: +1 844-344-7274  -  Email: us@graphaware.com  -  Web: graphaware.com